FORCE ballistocardiograms from a number of different laboratories, utilizing very low frequency or aperiodic systems, have been described and are strikingly similar one to the other.'-3 The records are basically the same as those made from damped high frequency systems recorded as displacement4 and also from undamped direct body displacement when the oscillations induced by the external tissues of the body are electronically cancelled. 5 The similarity of the force ballistocardiograms from such varied systems strongly supports the validity of the fundamental principles involved and heralds the end of an era of technical confusion and controversy.
Force ballistocardiograms recorded from this laboratory using a low frequency system of extended frequency range6 have been observed to differ markedly in high frequency detail from any previously described. These new force components have been found to have significant correlation with other events of the cardiac cycle. The observation that various cardiodynamic aberrations alter these forces in a predictable manner offers the possibility of a more rational interpretation of the ballistocardiogram. The present study was designed to verify the reproducibility of the force pattern in young normal subjects, and to examine the apparent Public Health Service. 43 correlation between the ballistic deflections and certain measurable events of the cardiac cycle.
METHODS
The force ballistocardiograms of 20 young normal subjects were recorded from the ultra low frequency system previously described.6 This ballistocardiograph is based on the principle of the horizontal pendulum and has a gross weight of 12 pounds. The motion of the bed is sensed as acceleration by a modification of the mercury-sulfuric acid capillary accelerometer, as described by Elliott and associates.7 The upper limit of the calculated linear frequency response of the entire system varies with the square root of the weight of the subject, and ranges from 30 c.p.s. for the lightest subjects to approximately 40 c.p.s for the heaviest.6 The increased frequency response is in part dependent on the use of a footboard and shoulder straps, to increase the coupling of the body to the bed.
The electrocardiogram, carotid pulse wave, and heart sounds were simultaneously recorded with the ballistocardiogram by a Sanborn Poly-Viso Recorder. The carotid pulse was sensed with an Infraton* arterial pickup, using the Control Model E. The heart sounds were recorded by a Sanborn microphone into a Sanborn D-C amplifier. Frequencies over 60 c.p.s. are attenuated by this heart sound system, but the system is adequate for timing the major components of the heart sounds.
For each subject the intervals between the Q wave of the electrocardiogram and each of the consistent deflections of the ballistocardiogram were measured in 5 cycles, taken with respiration suspended at the end of normal expiration. The intervals between Q and the first major vibration of the first heart sound and the 2 major components of the second sound, the upstroke of the carotid pulse, the anacrotic shoulder of the carotid pulse, and the carotid incisura were similarly measured from the same cycles.
To facilitate an understanding of the relationship WIDE FREQUENCY RANGE FORCE BALLISTOCARDIOGRAMl between the carotid pressure pulse and the force ballistocardiogram, the carotid pulse wave was graphically differentiated in a few subjects. The pulse wave itself may be considered as a record of displacement, the first derivative as velocity, and the second derivative as acceleration of pressure change. The anacrotic shoulder of the carotid pulse was taken as the segment of most rapid slope change at the top of the initial upstroke. This was found to correspond to the point of maximal initial deceleration of the second derivation of the carotid pressure pulse.
RESULTS
The ballistocardiograms of normal young subjects are strikingly similar, showing consistent and repetitive wave forms. Figure 1 illustrates a typical complex drawn with all the points labeled. Figure 2 is an illustration of the tracings made on 4 young normal subjects with simultaneous electrocardiogram, heart sound, and carotid pressure pulse.
The terminology used subsequently in the description of the ballistocardiographic pattern is a modification of the conventional system, necessitated by the multiplicity of headward, while the remainder of the diastolic forces in normal subjects are inconstant and of small amplitude and low frequency. The atrial forces are normally of small magnitude and have not been considered here.
The time relationships of these points in 20 normal subjects are presented in table 1. Five complexes from each subject made during held expiration were measured. The mean, range, and standard deviation for each measured phenomenon are given. In addition, measurements from the onset of the QRS complex to the first major deflection of the first heart sound, the carotid upstroke, the carotid shoulder, the beginning of the second heart sound, and the beginning of the second component of the second heart sound are included. found to correlate with the initial positive acceleration peak of the carotid pressure rise in a few subjects from whom these data were obtained by graphic differentiation of the carotid pressure pulse (figure 3). Furthermore, previous work from this laboratory has already established the time of this acceleration peak obtained from carotid pressure pulses in 10 normal subjects as occurring at .14 second after the Q.' Figure 3 shows a comparison of the ballistocardiograph, the carotid pulse, and the graph- was found to be almost synchronous with the anacrotic shoulder of the carotid pulse (carotid shoulder). The carotid shoulder was taken as the point of maximal deceleration of the carotid pulse pressure rise, and could be selected with fair accuracy from simple inspection of the carotid pulse curve. Figure 3 clarifies the relationship of the carotid shoulder and the point of maximal deceleration of the carotid pulse. A temporal relationship between the shoulder of the carotid pulse and one of the high frequency J peaks has been noted by Rappaport.9 Similarly, the JD point may be related to slope changes of the carotid pulse in late systole. This slope change is visible in figure 8 . The subscript D indicates the delayed J wave. The K point has not been shown to be related to the physiologic events as measured. The 2 L peaks, LL and LR, have a close relationship to the first and second components of the second heart sound. LL occurs during the rapid downstroke of the carotid incisura, at the time of the first component, and LR occurs slightly later with the second component of the second sound.
A striking correlation was found between the times of HR and HL and the reported times of right and left ventricular ejection, respectively. In 10 subjects studied by cardiac catheterization, Braunwald, Fishman, and Cournand10 found the interval between the onset of the Q wave of the electrocardiogram and right ventricular ejection to be .080 ±t .0079 second. This is to be compared to a Q to HR time of .085 + .010 second in the present study. Braunwald fig. 4) . A similar early presystolic force has been described by others, using high frequency technics.", 12 It has been observed to be present with atrial fibrillation, showing its independence from atrial systole.
Following the F-G wave, there is a headward deflection or force having its onset at approximately .05 second after Q. The time of onset correlates with the first major vibration of the first heart sound, and this upstroke (the G-H wave) has been observed to be exaggerated in patients with mitral stenosis, and other conditions causing pulmonary hypertension (fig. 4) . It is postulated that the initial event at the onset of right ventricular contraction is an acceleration of an impulse or "bolus" of blood toward the base of the heart.* This headward acceleration of blood would result in a footward force on the body (the F-G downstroke). The subsequent deceleration (footward acceleration) resulting from the impact of this "bolus" against the closed A-V and semilunar valves would result in a headward acceleration of the body. When the impact force on the pulmonic valve has become sufficiently great to open the valve, there is a sharp headward acceleration of the now unimpeded pulse wave as it flows into the pulmonary artery. This is reflected by a footward acceleration of the body in reaction, causing the downstroke following the HR point. Meanwhile, an analogous headward force has begun on the left side of the heart because of impact on the aortic valve, and terminates when the aortic valve opens, normally somewhat later than the opening of the pulmonic valve. This impact -produces a visible headward deflection in the force ballistocardiogram terminating at the HL point. The pulse wave then is accelerated headward in the aorta, producing a footward reaction on the body, the HW-IL downstroke.
Ejection Systole. The HL point occurs at the time of left ventricular ejection, as measured by Braunwald10 and as may be predicted from the time of the upstroke in the carotid pulse. The subsequent footward force on the body would be the anticipated reaction to the headward acceleration of blood in the aorta. The ejection from both ventricles contributes to this force, since the ejection from the right ventricle is still present. The correlation of the * This peristaltic-like activity of the myocardium was first described by Harvey, and is visible in high speed cinemographs of the heart,'3 14 though this kind of heart motion in the intact dog has been challenged by Anzola."5 IL point in time with the point of maximal initial acceleration of the carotid pulse has been of great interest. The similarity of the force ballistocardiogram and the inverted second derivative of the carotid pressure pulse, as regards both relative amplitude and time, is strikingly demonstrated by figure 3.
Directly recorded second derivatives of the carotid pulse have been obtained from this laboratory, and demonstrate the similarity. 8 The implications of this similarity are discussed below. The fact that the IL point of the ballistocardiogram coincides so closely with the point of maximal initial acceleration of the carotid pressure pulse constitutes evidence that the IL point is related to the point of maximal acceleration of left ventricular ejection. The HL-IL downstroke, then, may prove to be a most important representation of the acceleratory function of the left ventricle, since, as is shown below, the later waves may be more influenced by extracardiac factors.
The 1+ wave, although measurable in only one third of the normal complexes, has repeatedly been found to be exaggerated in vari- 5) . Its relationship to the carotid upstroke has suggested the possibility that it is related to the initial propagation of the pulse wave into the arch of the aorta.
To facilitate description, the JL point is discussed before JR. The JL point is clearly related to the shoulder of the carotid pulse. Not only is the temporal correlation excellent in our normal subjects, but also in all of the abnormalities thus far studied. The carotid shoulder, as is shown in figure 3 , is the point of maximal negative acceleration or deceleration of the carotid pulse. Its magnitude and duration are affected by alterations in aortic elasticity as well as by the acceleration of ejection.'6 The force of deceleration is increased, and comes earlier in instances of increased aortic rigidity. This is reflected by a steep slope of the carotid pulse with the carotid shoulder occurring earlier in the cardiac cycle than is normally the case. Figure 6 illustrates the observed type of ballistocardiographic alteration in such an instance. The carotid upstroke is steep, with an early shoulder correlating precisely with an early J peak in the ballistocardiogram. It should be noted that JL, the peak corresponding to the carotid shoulder, is now the earliest of the prominent J points. The desirability of physio- verted second derivative of the carotid pressure pulse and the left ventricular waves of the ballistocardiogram.*
The above considerations make it apparent that the amplitude and contour of the J wave may be changed by noncardiac factors, since the contour of the arterial pressure pulse is profoundly affected by such factors as elasticity of the vessel walls and viscosity of blood.
The JR point, which normally precedes the JL point described above, has no apparent relationship to the carotid pulse. It has been observed to vary markedly with respiration, increasing in amplitude with inspiration and decreasing with expiration. Also, on held deep inspiration this point may be initially the major J wave, becoming progressively smaller as inspiration is held. This corresponds to the increase in right ventricular output which is presumed to be present initially during inspira-* Nyboer, Watson, and Hanover17 have demonstrated a striking relationship between the mass displacement ballistocardiograph (second integral of force) and the body plethysmograph. The present study, relating this force ballistocardiograph to the acceleration of the carotid pressure pulse, supports this concept. The major L point is the second one corresponding in time to the second component of the second heart sound, and coming after the carotid incisura. Paper speed is 50 mm. per second. tion ( fig. 7) . Because of these findings, the JR point is thought to be due to the maximal impact of blood from the right ventricle on the pulmonary artery bifurcation. This is analogous to the JL point, thought to represent the maximal impact of ejection from the left ventricle on the arch of the aorta. (The term "impact" as used in the above statements, is synonymous with a rapid deceleration of blood, the term used in the discussion of the JL wave.)
The JD point is an inconstant peak seen in about half of the young normal subjects (58 out of 100 complexes). It has been observed to be much more prominent in older normal subjects, and particularly in subjects with arteriosclerotic heart disease ( fig. 8) . The mechanism of this deflection is not well understood, but because of its prominence in older subjects, . L , 1 1 and its correlation with slope changes in the carotid pressure pulse, it is thought to be related to physical factors of the arterial system, and to the relative magnitude of late systolic ejection.
The J-K downstroke is probably related to at least 2 factors: to the termination of headward force after JD, and to the impact of the pulse wave on the peripheral arteries.
Diastolic Period (Beginning with the Onset of the Second Heart Sound). The L peaks are closely related to the second heart sounds. The headward forces, reaching their maximum at the L peaks, are postulated to be due to the brief reversal of flow above the semilunar valves on reversal of the pressure gradient at the end of systole. The L-M downstrokes are thought to be due to the impact of blood on the semilunar valves as they close. Figure 9 shows a tracing taken from a patient with an interatrial septal defect. Notice that the second sound is widely split. Synchronous with the second component of the second heart sound, and following the carotid incisura, there is a large footward deflection. Because of this time relationship and the exaggeration of the second component, the first segment is thought to be due to aortic valve closure, and the second to pulmonic valve closure. This wide splitting of the L points has been observed in subjects with widely split second sounds. In subjects without splitting of the second sound, on the other hand, the L-M waves are very close together, or even superimposed.
DISCUSSION
The points on the force ballistocardiogram described above are those that are consistently seen in records taken on young normal subjects. However, in individual complexes, there are at times minor deflections that are without obvious correlation with the events of the cardiac cycle. Also, in tracings from patients with altered cardiovascular dynamics, the normally present deflections may be diminished, increased, or shifted in time. In such cases, it is necessary to relate the deflections of the ballistocardiogram with other events, such as the heart sounds, the electrocardiogram, and the carotid pulse, in order to identify the deflection.
In some patients with heart disease, there are ballistocardiographic forces that are not readily identified by the above technics. These may be due to abnormal movements of the heart itself, or to a grossly distorted sequence of contraction.
The mechanisms postulated for the genesis of the ballistocardiographic waves are undoubtedly an oversimplification. The primary mechanisms considered are those due to forces caused by acceleration and deceleration of blood. Since any mass acceleration within the body contributes to the total registered force, acceleration of the myocardium itself must make some contribution to the genesis of the force ballistocardiogram. The fact that a force ballistocardiographic complex is obtained with the blood inflow clamped off has been previously reported from this laboratory, and demonstrates that under some circumstances acceleration of the myocardium may play an appreciable role in the ballistocardiographic genesis. '8 In addition, since the head-foot ballistocardiogram records only the head-foot force vector and may be a measurement of the summation of multiple simultaneous forces, some cancellation of forces and some summation of forces may be expected. These factors would, of course, make it difficult to attribute a particular wave as being entirely due to a specific force. However, because of the consistency of the normal ballistocardiographic pattern and the easily recognized, even anticipated changes seen in the records obtained from many abnormal subjects, it is considered that an analysis of the wide frequency range force ballistocardiogram will give considerable information about the timing and relative magnitude of cardiovascular events.
SUMMARY
The force ballistocardiograms of 20 normal subjects, as recorded from an ultra low frequency system having an extended frequency range, are described. These tracings were found to have high frequency components not previously described. The 4 components. One of these is related to the anacrotic shoulder (the acceleration transient) of the carotid pulse and is considered to be due to deceleration of the initial ejection in the aortic system. Another J component can be related similarly to the pulmonary circulation. Major footward forces correlate in time to the asynchronous closure of the aortic and pulmonic valves.
The mechanism of the production of such forces is considered in terms of physical laws of force as related to accelerations and decelerations of the cardiovascular system.
Ballistocardiograms from patients with various cardiovascular phenomena are presented in terms of the known alterations of cardiovascular physiology. It is found that the ballistocardiographic changes present in these instances are consistent with the hypothesis offered of the genesis of the ballistocardiographic deflections. 
